The entire 16+ hours of audio from which these bibliographic references are taken, is available at:

www.TragedyandHope.com (Under Podcasts, “Peace Revolution”)

www.PeaceRevolution.org (Episodes 041-045)

1. HOUR 1 NOTES, LINKS, AND REFERENCES:
2. Ultimate History Lesson Hour 1, minutes 1 -15 (approx.):
3. Shield of the Trinity (on Wikipedia)
4. Classical Trivium + 7 Liberal Arts (on Wikipedia)
5. George Orwell (on Wikipedia)
7. Newspeak (on Wikipedia)
8. (Person) Walter Lippmann (on Wikipedia)
9. (Book) “Public Opinion” by Walter Lippmann (1922)
10. Aristotle’s Logic (on Wikipedia)
11. (Person) Aristotle (on Wikipedia)
12. Dialectic (on Wikipedia)
13. Five W’s (+ How) (on Wikipedia)
14. (Document) Abraham Lincoln’s Speech Before the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, September 30, 1859
15. Mudsill Theory (on Wikipedia)
16. British Class Structure / Social Structure of the United Kingdom (on Wikipedia)
17. (Person) Vernon Louis Parrington (on Wikipedia)
18. (Book) “Main Currents in American Thought” (Vol. I-III) by Vernon Louis Parrington (1927)
19. Emancipation Reform in Russia (1861) (on Wikipedia)
20. British Empire Slavery Abolition Act 1833 (on Wikipedia)
21. Roundtable Discussion of minutes 1-15:
22. (Book) “Social Science for Teachers” (Riverside textbooks in education, edited by E. P. Cubberley ... Division on secondary education under the editorial direction of A. Inglis); “Education a process of adjustment.”
23. Definition of Psittacism
24. Definition of Mettle
25. Hour 1, minutes 15 -30 (approx.)
26. Wage Slave (on Wikipedia)
27. (Video) Noam Chomsky on Wage Slavery (on YouTube)
28. Welfare (on Wikipedia)
29. Definition of Deadwood
30. Simon Legree (character in Uncle Tom’s Cabin, by Harriet Beecher Stowe in 1852) (on Wikipedia)
31. (Person) Harriet Beecher Stowe (on Wikipedia)
32. (Person) Count Leo Tolstoy (on Wikipedia)
33. Chautauqua Movement (on Wikipedia)
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34. (Person) William Rainey Harper & Chautauqua Movement (on Wikipedia)
35. (Person) Lewis Lapham & Harper Magazine (on Wikipedia)
36. (Film) “The American Ruling Class” (2005)
37. (Video) “The American Ruling Class” trailer (on YouTube)
38. Carnegie + Homestead Strike (1892) (on Wikipedia)
39. PBS special Homestead Strike
40. (Person) John D. Rockefeller (on Wikipedia)
41. Rockefeller + Ludlow Massacre (1914) (on Wikipedia)
42. (Person) Horatio Alger (on Wikipedia)
43. Charles Loring Brace (on Wikipedia)
44. (Book) “The Dangerous Classes of New York: And Twenty Years’ Work Among Them” by Charles Loring Brace (1872):
45. Orphan Train (on Wikipedia)
46. Adoption (on Wikipedia)
47. Indentured Servant (on Wikipedia)
48. The Adoption History Project (University of Oregon Archive)
49. (Document) “Orphan Train Myths and Legal Reality” by Rebecca Trammell (pdf)
50. Minutes 15 -30 / roundtable discussion references:
51. Definition of Rhetoric (on Wikipedia)
52. Definition of Leverage
53. (Book) “The Human Use of Human Beings” by Norbert Wiener (1950)
54. (Book) “The Force of Fantasy: Restoring the American Dream” by Ernest Bormann (1985)
55. (Book) “Foundations: Their Power and Influence” by Rene Wormser (1958)
56. (Book) “The Babylonian Woe” by David Astle (1975)
57. Thomas Jefferson / Sally Hemings (PBS “Jefferson-Hemings Story”)
59. (Person) W. Cleon Skousen (on Wikipedia)
60. (Book) “The Naked Capitalist” by W. Cleon Skousen (1970)
61. Hour 1, minutes 30 -45 (approx.):
62. (Document) “Frustration and Aggression” by John Dollard (Yale University Press, 1939)
63. (Person) Adam Robinson (on Wikipedia)
64. The Princeton Review (on Wikipedia)
65. (Book) “What Smart Students Know” by Adam Robinson (1993)
66. (Person) George W. Bush (on Wikipedia)
67. (Person) John Forbes Kerry (on Wikipedia)
68. Bush, Kerry, C-Average at Yale (The Chicago Tribune)
69. Bush, Kerry, Yale, Skull & Bones (CBS News)
70. (Book) “How The Order Controls Education” by Antony Sutton (1985)
71. (Book) “America’s Secret Establishment: An Introduction to the Order of Skull & Bones” by Antony Sutton (1986)
72. Citibank of New York Corporate History
73. Citigroup (on Wikipedia)
74. Hour 1, Minutes 30-45 / roundtable discussion references:
75. (Document) "Frustration and Aggression" by John Dollard (Yale University Press, 1939)
76. (Document) “The Great American Bubble Machine” by Matt Taibbi (Rolling Stone)
77. (Book) “The Best Way to Rob a Bank is to Own One” by William K. Black (2005)
80. Woodrow Wilson PhD (on Wikipedia)
82. (Person) Thorstein Veblen (on Wikipedia)
83. Conspicuous Consumption (on Wikipedia)
84. (Person) Andrew J. Galambos (In “Sic Itur Ad Astra”, Galambos defines “Profit” as any increase in wealth or happiness which is achieved without violating the volition of another human being)
85. Sic Itur Ad Astra: The Theory of Volition (Volume I) by Andrew J. Galambos
86. Definition of Volition
87. (Video) Tim Russert /Bush /Kerry /Skull & Bones (on YouTube)
88. Yale Troika
89. (Video) Trader Alessio Rastani on BBC (Youtube)
90. Hour 1, minutes 45–end:
91. Outcome-Based Education (on Wikipedia)
92. Prussian Education System (on Wikipedia)
93. Robber Barons (on Wikipedia)
94. (Person) Johann Fichte (on Wikipedia)
95. (Book) "Addresses to The German Nation" by Johann Fichte (1806); trans. R. F. Jones & G. H. Turnbull (University of Chicago Press, 1922)
96. The Battle of Jena (on Wikipedia)
97. (Person) Baruch Spinoza (on Wikipedia)
   (Book) “Tractatus Theologico-Politicus” (or “Theologico-Political Treatise” by Baruch Spinoza (1670)
   John Calvin (on Wikipedia)
98. (Book) "Institutes of the Christian Religion" by John Calvin (1536)
99. "Justified Sinners"/ Calvinism (on Wikipedia)
100. “The Elect” / Calvinism / Predestination (on Wikipedia)

101. Final roundtable discussion minutes 45–end references:
102. (Book) “War is a Racket” by Maj. General Smedley Butler (1933)
103. (Video) “20/20 Hindsight: Censorship on the Frontline” Divergent Films (2010 /YouTube)
104. (Person) Immanuel Kant (on Wikipedia)
105. (Book) "Vom Kriege" (or) "On War" by Carl von Clausewitz (1832)
106. Carl von Clausewitz (on Wikipedia)
107. Eugenics (on Wikipedia)
108. (Book) "War Against The Weak: Eugenics and America’s Campaign to Create a Master Race" by Edwin Black (2003)
109. (Video) Maafa 21: The History of Eugenics and Slavery (Youtube)
110. Johann Pestalozzi (on Wikipedia)
111. (Book) "Godwin’s letter to Olgilve, Friend of Jefferson, and the Federalist Propaganda" by Burton R. Pollin (source of Jefferson receiving a Pestalozzi book)
112. (Book) "War and Education" by Porter Sargent (1943)
113. (Book) "Compromised Campus: The Collaboration of Universities with the Intelligence Community, 1945 – 1955" by Sigmund Diamond (1992)
114. (Book) "Universities and Empire: Money and Politics in the Social Sciences During the Cold War" edited by Christopher Simpson (1999)
115. (Book) "The Impact of Science on Society" by Bertrand Russell (1952): (Fichte quote; page 51 -52)
117. (Video) Comedian Lee Camp “Evil People Have Plans" (on YouTube)
118. End of Hour 1
119. HOUR 2 NOTES, LINKS, AND REFERENCES:
120. Ultimate History Lesson Hour 2, minutes 1 -15 (approx.):
121. (Person) Plato (on Wikipedia)
122. (Person) Socrates (on Wikipedia)
123. (Book) "The Republic" by Plato
124. (Book) "The Laws" by Plato
125. (Person) Charles Darwin (on Wikipedia)
126. (Book) "The Descent of Man" by Charles Darwin (1871)
127. (Book) "On The Origin of Species" / "On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life" by Charles Darwin (1859):
128. (Person) Thomas Malthus (on Wikipedia)
129. (Book) "An Essay on the Principle of Population" by Thomas Malthus (Darwin read for “amusement” in 1838)
130. (Book) Anglican Book of Common Prayer (on Wikipedia)
131. (Artifact) Anglican Homily of Obedience (on Wikipedia)
132. (Group) Darwin-Wedgewood family (on Wikipedia)
133. (Person) Francis Galton (on Wikipedia)
134. (Concept) Eugenics (on Wikipedia)
135. (Book) "War Against The Weak: Eugenics and America’s Campaign to Create a Master Race" by Edwin Black (2003)
136. (Book) "Preparing for Power: America’s Elite Boarding Schools" by Cookson & Persell (1987)
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137. (Group) Independent School League (on Wikipedia)
138. (Article) “America’s Best Prep Schools” (Forbes Magazine article; April 2010)
139. (Event) “Fitter Family Competition” + Eugenics (on Wikipedia)
140. (Person) Wilhelm Wundt (on Wikipedia)

141. Roundtable Discussion of minutes 1-15:

142. (Person) R. Buckminster Fuller
143. (Book) “Grunch of Giants” by R. Buckminster Fuller (1984) (read online via Buckminster Fuller Institute)
144. (Book) “Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth” by R. Buckminster Fuller
146. (Book) “Buckminster Fuller’s Universe: His Life and Work” by L. Steven Sieden (2000)
147. (Video) “All Watched Over by Machines of Loving Grace” by Adam Curtis (BBC documentary)
148. (Person) Wilhelm Wundt (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)

150. Hour 2, minutes 15 -30 (approx.)

151. (Concept) Doctor of Philosophy (on Wikipedia)
152. (Person) Edward Everett (First American PhD; on Wikipedia)
153. (Concept) Academic Tenure (on Wikipedia)
155. (Person) William Playfair (on Wikipedia)
156. (Person) Edward Bernays (on Wikipedia)
157. (Book) “Propaganda” by Edward Bernays (1928)
158. (Person) Ivy Lee + Nazi + I.G. Farben (on Wikipedia)
161. (Book) “Moby Dick” by Herman Melville (1851):
162. (Concept) Destiny (on Wikipedia)

163. Minutes 15 -30 / roundtable discussion references:

164. (Concept) Tenure / Rockefeller
165. (Concept) The Roman Collegia (Encyclopedia Britannica)
166. (Person) Stanley Milgram (on Wikipedia)
167. (Event) The Milgram Experiment (on obedience to authority figures; 1961)
168. (Person) Ivan Pavlov (on Wikipedia)
169. (Concept) Behavioral Psychology (on Wikipedia)
170. (Concept) Kabbalah (on Wikipedia)
171. (Concept) Definition of Occult (Johnson’s Dictionary 1709 - 1784)
172. (Person) James Rowland Angell (on Wikipedia)
173. President of Yale University, President of the Carnegie Corporation, instrumental in creating the Rockefeller funded Yale Institute of Human Relations with Robert Maynard Hutchins and Milton Winternitz, Creator of the Yale Institute of Human Relations Advisory Committee, John B. Watson obtained his Ph.D. under the supervision of Angell in 1903 at the University of Chicago, Angell was "pivotal figure in the development of the functionalist school of thought", Earned one of his Masters Degree’s under John Dewey, who he later selected for the Human Relations Advisory Board among many other noteworthy characters.

174. “To Read Wundt...after a session with James, was an anticlimax which disturbed one's equilibrium...The complete lack in James of anything which could be recognized as system was highly disturbing” - James Rowland Angell
175. James Rowland Angell's unsuccessful attempt to study under Wundt
176. His cousin Frank Angell was one of the first to obtain a PhD from Wundt
177. (Event) James Rowland Angell + Yale Institute of Human Relations (Time magazine article; February 1929)
178. (Person) Frank Angell (on Wikipedia)
179. Frank Angell, American Psychologist, earned his PhD at Leipzig under Wilhelm Wundt. Founded the experimental laboratories at Cornell University (1891) and Stanford (1892)

180. (Person) John Dewey (on Wikipedia)
181. (Person) John B. Watson (on Wikipedia)
182. (Event) The Little Albert Experiment (1920)
183. (Person) Frank Aydelotte (on Wikipedia)
184. "On this basis, which was originally financial and goes back to George Peabody, there grew up in the twentieth century a power structure between London and New York which penetrated deeply into university life, the press, and the practice of foreign policy. In England the center was the Round Table Group, while in the United States it was J P Morgan and Company or its local branches in Boston, Philadelphia and Cleveland. Some rather incidental examples of the operations of this structure are very revealing, just because they are incidental. For example, it set up in Princeton a reasonable copy of the Round Table Group's chief Oxford headquarters, All Souls College. This copy, called the Institute for Advanced Study, and best known, perhaps, as the refuge of Einstein, Oppenheimer, John von Neumann, and George F. Kennan, was organized by Abraham Flexner of the Carnegie Foundation and Rockefeller's General Education Board after he had experienced the delights of All Souls while serving as Rhodes Memorial Lecturer at Oxford. The plans were largely drawn by Tom Jones, one of the Round Table's most active intriguers and foundation
administrators." - Prof. Carroll Quigley, (Tragedy and Hope, Pg.953)
(See connection: Institute of Advanced Study + Cybernetics)
185. (Person) Abraham Flexner (on Wikipedia)
186. (Search) Thomas D. Jones + The Institute of Advanced Study Princeton
187. (Book) "World As Laboratory: Experiments with Mice, Mazes, and Men" by Rebecca Lemov (2005)
188. (Person) G. Stanley Hall (Encyclopedia Britannica)
189. (Person) William James

190. Hour 2, minutes 30 -45 (approx.):

191. (Person) Edward Jay Epstein (on Wikipedia)
194. (Book) "News From Nowhere: Television and the News" by Edward Jay Epstein:
195. (Concept) Hegelian Dialectic (on Wikipedia)
196. (Person) Sir Richard Branson (on Wikipedia)
198. (Concept) Definition of Entrepreneur (Merriam-Webster Dictionary)
199. (Concept) Financial Speculation (on Wikipedia)
200. (Concept) Rites of Passage / Walkabout

201. Minutes 30-45 / roundtable discussion references:

204. (Event) “Charges Against Dominique Strauss-Kahn Dismissed" (New York Times; August 23, 2011)

205. Hour 2, minutes 45–end:
207. (Group) Rockefeller Foundation (on Wikipedia)
208. (Event) Rockefeller donates $80 million to University of Chicago & William Rainey Harper
210. (Event) John D. Rockefeller $500,000 “gift” to Teacher’s College (New York Times article; September 1902)
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211. (Concept) “Rockefeller Stewardship” (TIME magazine article; June 17, 1929):
212. (Religious Group) The Quakers (on Wikipedia)
213. (Person) Richard M. Nixon / Quaker (on Wikipedia)
214. (Person) Herbert Hoover / Quaker (on Wikipedia)
215. (Person) Frederick Taylor Gates + Rockefeller (on Wikipedia)
216. (Group) The General Education Board (on Wikipedia)
217. (Event) Walsh Commission on Industrial Relations (1915) (on Wikipedia)
218. (Event) Cox/Reece Committee (1952-1954; United States House Select Committee to Investigate Tax-Exempt Foundations and Comparable Organizations) (on Wikipedia)
221. (Document) The Hidden Agenda Transcript (Rowan Gaither / CIA / Ford Foundation)
222. (Resource) Who Owns The Media (Columbia Journalism Review)
223. (Resource) Media Ownership Chart: The Big Six (FreePress.net)
224. Hour 2 Roundtable Discussion References (min 45 –end):
225. (Event) JP Morgan Chase $4 million donation to NYPD pre-Occupy Wall Street
226. (Concept) “dyed-in-the-wool” (on Wiktionary)
228. (Transcript) Norman Dodd interview
229. (Person) William Godwin (on Wikipedia)
230. (Concept) Anarchy (on Wikipedia)
231. (Concept) Swa raj (on Wikipedia)
232. (Concept) Autonomy (on Wikipedia)
233. End of Hour 2
234. HOUR 3 NOTES, LINKS, AND REFERENCES:
235. Ultimate History Lesson Hour 3, minutes 1 -15 (approx.):
236. Reece Committee (or: U.S. House Select Committee to Investigate Tax-Exempt Foundations and Comparable Organizations)
237. (Person) Norman Dodd (on Wikipedia)
238. (Book) “Foundations: Their Power and Influence” by Rene Wormser (1958)
240. The Metaphysical Club (on Wikipedia)
241. (Person) William James (on Wikipedia)
242. (Person) John Dewey (on Wikipedia)
243. (Person) Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. (on Wikipedia)
244. (Person) Charles S. Peirce (Peirce Society)
245. Pragmatic Philosophy (on Wikipedia)
246. Immanuel Kant (on Wikipedia)
247. Kant’s “Critique of Pure Reason” (on Wikipedia)
248. (Book) “The Impact of Science on Society” by Bertrand Russell (1952):
   (Fichte quote & page)
250. (Book) “The Human Use of Human Beings” by Norbert Wiener
252. (Person) Norbert Wiener (on Wikipedia)

253. Hour 3 Roundtable Discussion of minutes 1-15:
254. Tax Exempt Foundations
255. Walsh Committee (Wikipedia)
256. (Person) Carroll Reece (Wikipedia)
257. Reece Committee
258. (Person) Norman Dodd (On Tax Exempt Foundations)
259. Federal Reserve (Wikipedia)
260. Income Tax (Wikipedia)
261. General Education Board (Wikipedia)
262. Rockefeller Foundation
263. Ford Foundation (Wikipedia)
264. Carnegie Endowment
265. (Person) Charles Sanders Pierce (Wikipedia)
266. (Person) Immanuel Kant
267. Edgar Rice Burroughs / John Carter and the Princess of Mars
268. (Person) Thomas Paine (Wikipedia)
269. Printing Press (Wikipedia)
270. DIY / Do It Yourself (Wikipedia)
271. Human Resources: Social Engineering in the 20th Century by Scott Noble
272. PsyWar by Scott Noble
273. Leo Tolstoy (Printing press ignorance)
274. “Literacy is a form of slavery, until a method of critical thinking is exercised by the reader.” – R.G.
275. Utilitarianism (Wikipedia)
276. (Person) Jeremy Bentham (Wikipedia)
277. Panopticon (Wikipedia)
278. (Person) Adam Weishaupt (Wikipedia)
279. William James “truth as collective name” quote
280. Dewey “knowledge is belief authorized by enquiry”
281. Metaphysical Club (Wikipedia)
282. Philosophic Corruption of Physics by David Harriman 1, 2 (Gnostic Media Interviews)
283. Nihilism (Wikipedia)
284. Existentialism (Wikipedia)
285. National Socialism (Wikipedia)
286. Classical Trivium (Wikipedia)
287. Metaphysics (Wikipedia)
288. Epistemology (Wikipedia)
289. Ethics (Wikipedia)
290. Aesthetics (Wikipedia)
291. Allusions (Wikipedia)
292. Abstraction (Wikipedia)
293. Metaphor (Wikipedia)
294. Rhetoric & The Active Literacies
295. Albion Seed by David Hackett Fischer (Chapter 1 Social Statuses)
296. Bete Noire (a person or thing strongly detested)
297. Bavarian Illuminati
298. American Historical Association (on Wikipedia)
299. (Person) Andrew Dickson White (Wikipedia)
300. (Person) Timothy Dwight (Wikipedia)
301. (Person) Daniel Coit Gilman (Wikipedia)
302. Skull and Bones Russell Trust (Wikipedia)
303. (Person) William Huntington Russell (Wikipedia)
304. Johns Hopkins University (Wikipedia)
305. The Yale Troika
306. Skull and Bones (Wikipedia)
307. America’s Secret Establishment: An Introduction to The Order of Skull and Bones by Antony C. Sutton
308. How the Order controls Education (Chapter 8)
309. The Deliberate Dumbing Down of America by Charlotte Iserbyt
310. Pestalozzi (Wikipedia)
311. Lavater (Wikipedia)
312. (Book) A Princess of Mars by Edgar Rice Burroughs (1917)
313. “The Philosophic Corruption of Physics & The Logical Leap” (Gnostic Media podcast #111 & 112/ David Harriman interviews)
316. Norman Dodd/Katherine Casey/Hidden Agenda Interview (transcript)
317. American Historical Association History & Archives
318. Guggenheim Foundation (on Wikipedia)
319. Walsh (Commission on Industrial Relations) 1915 (on Wikipedia)
320. Charles Sanders Peirce: “Pragmatism As a Principle and Method of Right Thinking: The 1903 Harvard Lectures on Pragmatism”

321. Bertrand Russell

Hour 3, minutes 15 -30 (approx.)

322. Academic Genealogy Chart
323. (Book) “The New Atlantis” by Sir Francis Bacon (1624):
324. (Person) Sir Francis Bacon (on Wikipedia)
325. “Principles of Psychology” by William James (1890):
326. “The Last of the Mohicans” by James Fenimore Cooper (1826):
327. (Person) James Fenimore Cooper (Wikipedia)
328. “Common Sense” by Thomas Paine (1776):
http://www.ushistory.org/paine/commonsense/
329. Bill Clinton (mentor, Quigley, speech reference): 1992 Democratic National Convention:
330. Unitarian /Harvard (on Wikipedia)
331. Herbert Spencer + Eugenics:
333. Fabian Society (on Wikipedia)
334. London School of Economics (on Wikipedia)
335. Society for Psychical Research (on Wikipedia)
336. (Person) Arthur Balfour (on Wikipedia)
337. (Person) Beatrice Webb (on Wikipedia)
338. (Person) William T. Stead (on Wikipedia)
341. Martin Luther (on Wikipedia)
342. Ninety-Five Theses by Martin Luther (1517) (on Wikipedia)
343. (Person) Senator Oscar Callaway (on Wikipedia)
344. Congressional Record (February 9, 1917)
345. U.S. Senate Speech (1942) Truman + Standard Oil Treason of Rockefellers
347. Hour 3 Roundtable Discussion of minutes 15-30:
348. History of the U.S. Census (Wikipedia)
349. Self-Reliance (Wikipedia)
350. official&client=firefox-a#sclient=psy-ab&hl=en&client=firefox-a&hs=70P&rls=org.mozilla:enUS%3Aofficial&source=hp&q=Concept+of+Property&pbx=1&oq=Concept”>Concept of Property
351. (Person) John Locke (Wikipedia)
352. Concept of Informed Consent
353. Death and Taxes
354. (Person) Von Clausewitz (Wikipedia)
355. Absolute War (Wikipedia)
356. Hegelian Dialectic (Wikipedia)
357. Stimulus Response (Wikipedia)
358. The High Cabal with Col. L. Fletcher Prouty
359. Peace Revolution episode 038: The High Cabal
360. British East India Company (Wikipedia)
361. (Person) Elihu Yale (Wikipedia)
362. (Person) Cotton Mather (Wikipedia)
363. Yale University
364. Root Hog, or Die! (Wikipedia)
365. (Person) Herbert Spencer (Wikipedia)
366. (Person) W.G. Sumner (Wikipedia)
367. Social Darwinism
368. Society for Psychical Research (Wikipedia)
369. (Person) Edward Pease (Wikipedia)
370. Fabian Society (Wikipedia)
371. (Person) Thomas Davidson (Wikipedia)
372. (Person) Frank Podmore (Wikipedia)
373. Sophism (Wikipedia)
374. Solipsism (Wikipedia)
375. Intellectual Self-Defense
376. (Person) Carroll Quigley
377. University of Chicago
378. The Anglo American Establishment (.pdf)
379. New England and the Bavarian Illuminati (.pdf)
380. Boston Brahmins (Wikipedia)
381. Obama Transcript via Associated Press
382. Fabian Socialism (Wikipedia)
383. (Person) Fabius Maximus (Wikipedia)
384. War of Attrition (Wikipedia)
385. Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing (Logo of Fabian Socialism)
386. Rhodes Round Table Group (Wikipedia)
387. Rhodes Scholars (Wikipedia)
388. William T. Stead (Wikipedia)
389. The Republic by Plato
390. Kybernetes
391. B.F. Trentowski (Wikipedia)
392. Cybernetics (Stanford)
393. (Person) Norbert Weiner (Wikipedia)
395. (Person) Bertrand Russell (Wikipedia)
396. Corporate Personhood (Wikipedia)
397. Prophylactic (Dictionary)
398. Harry Truman Rockefeller Quote WWII (Time Magazine)
399. "Standard Oil of New Jersey was putting forth every effort of which it was capable to protect the control of the German government..." – Harry Truman (see also: Pittsburgh Press Article: March 27th, 1942)
400. The Old Boys: The American Elite and the Origins of the CIA by Burton Hersh (Amazon)
401. Wall Street and the Bolshevik Revolution by Antony C. Sutton (.pdf)
402. Wall Street and the rise of Hitler by Antony C. Sutton (.pdf)
403. Wall Street and FDR by Antony C. Sutton (.pdf)
404. Senator Oscar Callaway’s 1917 quote"
405. "In March, 1915, the J.P. Morgan interests, the steel, shipbuilding, and powder interest, and their subsidiary organizations, got together 12 men high up in the newspaper world and employed them to select the most influential newspapers in the United States and sufficient number of them to control generally the policy of the daily press. … They found it was only necessary to purchase the control of 25 of the greatest papers. An agreement was reached; the policy of the papers was bought, to be paid for by the month; an editor was furnished for each paper to properly supervise and edit information regarding the questions of preparedness, militarism, financial policies, and other things of national and international nature considered vital to the interests of the purchasers."
406. Henry P. Davison / Time Life (Wikipedia)
407. (Person) Henry Luce (Wikipedia)
408. (Person) C.D. Jackson (Wikipedia)
409. Zapruder Film (Wikipedia)
410. (Person) George DeMohrenschild (Wikipedia)
411. R. Gordon Wasson (Wikipedia)
412. MK ULTRA (Wikipedia)
413. Buchenwald
414. Sykewar (Amazon)
415. Life Magazine “The Discovery of Mushrooms That Cause Strange Visions” by R. Gordon Wasson; May 13, 1957
416. J.P. Morgan and the Hull Carbine Affair
417. Bilderberg Group (Wikipedia)
418. (Person) Hedley Bull (Wikipedia)
419. (Person) Herbert Butterfield (Wikipedia)
420. British Committee for the Theory of International Politics (Wikipedia)
421. Liberal Realism (Wikipedia)
422. Rothschild Banking Empire (Wikipedia)
423. Economist (Wikipedia)
424. Roll Call (Wikipedia)
425. Congressional Quarterly (Wikipedia)
426. Reuters (Wikipedia)
427. Psychological Warfare (Wikipedia)
428. (Person) William Paley (Wikipedia)
429. War of the Worlds (Wikipedia)
430. (Person) H.G. Wells (Wikipedia)
431. The New World Order by H.G. Wells
432. The New Machivellis by H.G. Wells (Project Gutenberg)
433. Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Forces (Wikipedia)
434. Office of Special Services (O.S.S.)
435. “Globalizing Ideal Beauty: How Female Copywriters of the J. Walter Thompson Advertising Agency Redefined Beauty for the twentieth Century

436. Rhodes Scholars (Page 137)
437. Oxbridge = Oxford + Cambridge (Wikipedia)
438. James Walter Thompson Company (Wikipedia)
439. (Person) John B. Watson (Wikipedia)
440. De Beers Diamond Cartel (Wikipedia)
441. (Person) Cecil Rhodes (Wikipedia)
442. Oppenheimer (“The Diamond Empire – Oppenheimer Family’s Cartel,
Artificial Scarcity

443. All Watched Over by Machines of Loving Grace by Adam Curtis / BBC (Archive.org)
444. “White, King, Red Rubber, Black Death” (YouTube)
446. “Cultural New Deal Urge to Bring Order” /article published in The Science News-Letter Vol. 37, No. 1 (Jan. 6, 1940), pp. 6-7 by Lawrence K. Frank
447. Macy Conferences (Wikipedia)
448. Film: “The Net: The Unabomber, LSD and the Internet” by Lutz Dammbeck

449. Lawrence K Frank / Josiah Macy Junior Foundation
450. Human Use of Human Beings by Norbert Wiener (Amazon)
451. (Person) William T. Stead (Wikipedia)
452. The Last Will and Testament of Cecil John Rhodes edited by William T. Stead (archive.org)
453. Council on Foreign Relations (Wikipedia)
455. The Evolution of Civilizations by Carroll Quigley (Book)
456. The Anglo American Establishment by Carroll Quigley
457. The Balfour Declaration (Wikipedia)
458. Lord Rothschild (Wikipedia)
459. Paris 1919 by Margaret MacMillan (Amazon)
460. (Person) Alfred Milner (Wikipedia)
461. The Rise and Fall of Diamonds by Edward J. Epstein (Amazon)
462. Peace Revolution episode … Diamonds: The Jewel of Denial
        (Peacerevolution.org)
463. Carl Von Clausewitz “Absolute War” (on Wikipedia)
464. “On War” by Carl Von Clausewitz (1832) (Scribd)
465. Hegelian Dialectic (on Wikipedia)
466. “Root Hog, or die” (on Wikipedia)
467. Peace Revolution episode #38 The High Cabal / Lessons in Foreign and
        Domestic Policy (Fletcher Prouty, Elijah Yale, British East India Company)
468. (Person) Beatrice Webb (on Wikipedia)
469. (Person) Edward R. Pease (on Wikipedia)
470. Fabian Society (on Wikipedia)
471. Obama / University of Chicago
472. University of Chicago / Rockefeller Foundation
473. “How Corporate Law Inhibits Social Responsibility” by Robert Hinkley
        (February 2002 article)
474. Congressional Record (February 9, 1917):
475. TIME magazine (on Wikipedia)
476. LIFE magazine (on Wikipedia)
477. Zapruder Film (on Wikipedia)
478. Bruce Campbell Adamson (JFK assassination research & books)
479. (Person) R. Gordon Wasson (on Wikipedia)
480. (Book) “Soma: Divine Mushroom of Immortality” by R. Gordon Wasson
481. “When The Elite Loved LSD” by John Cloud (Time magazine article; April
        23, 2007 article)
482. “Great Adventures in the Discovery of Mushrooms that Cause Strange
        Visions” by R. Gordon Wasson (LIFE magazine article; May 13, 1957)
484. “The CIA and the Media” by Carl Bernstein (Rolling Stone article; October
        20, 1977)
485. (Book) “The Mighty Wurlitzer: How the CIA Played America” by Hugh
        Wilford (2008; reference chapter 10 -“Things Fall Apart: Journalists”
486. (Book) “Psychological Warfare” by Paul M. A. Linebarger (1948)
487. (Book) “The Hall Carbine Affair: A Study in Contemporary Folklore” by R.
        Gordon Wasson (1948)
488. Charles Douglas Jackson / Bilderberg to America reference
489. (Person) Hedley Bull (on Wikipedia)
490. (Person) Herbert Butterfield (on Wikipedia)
491. Liberal Realism (on Wikipedia)
492. London School of Economics (on Wikipedia)
493. Council on Foreign Relations History (CFR)
494. Sir Evelyn de Rothschild / The Economist (“Evelyn’s dauphin” February
        13, 2003 article)
495. The Economist / Congressional Quarterly / Roll Call magazines
496. Orson Wells (on Wikipedia)
497. (Book) “The War of the Worlds” by H.G. Wells (1898)
498. **The War of The Worlds** (on Wikipedia)
499. (Book) "The New World Order" by H.G. Wells (1940)
500. (Person) H.G. Wells (on Wikipedia)
501. **Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force** (on Wikipedia)
502. (Book) "Globalizing Ideal Beauty" by Denise H. Sutton (2009)
503. (Person) James Walter Thompson (on Wikipedia)
504. **J. Walter Thompson Company** (on Wikipedia)
505. (Person) John B Watson / Behaviorism (on Wikipedia)
507. "The Diamond Empire" Transcript (PBS Frontline; February 1, 1994)
508. **Josiah Macy Junior Foundation** (on Wikipedia)
509. **Macy Conferences** (on Wikipedia)
510. (Person) William T. Stead (on Wikipedia)
511. (Book) "The Last Will and Testament of Cecil John Rhodes" with elucidatory notes by W.T. Stead (1902)
512. (Book) "Tragedy and Hope: A History of the World in Our Time" by Carroll Quigley (1966)
513. [http://www.carrollquigley.net/books.htm](http://www.carrollquigley.net/books.htm)
514. (Person) Carroll Quigley (www.carrollquigley.net)
515. (Book) "The Evolution of Civilizations: An Introduction to Historical Analysis" by Carroll Quigley (1979)
518. Hour 3, minutes 30 -45 (approx.):
520. [http://www.carrollquigley.net/books.htm](http://www.carrollquigley.net/books.htm)
521. (Person) Carroll Quigley (on Wikipedia)
522. Council on Foreign Relations (on Wikipedia)
524. Hour 3 Roundtable Discussion of minutes 30-45:
525. Interview with Carroll Quigley (1976) (YouTube)
527. False Flag Attacks (Wikipedia)
528. (Person) Emad Salem (Wikipedia)
529. World Trade Center 1993 Bombing by FBI (CBS)
530. The Descent of Man by Charles Darwin (Archive.org)
531. On the Origin of Species by Charles Darwin (Wikipedia)
532. (Person) William Jefferson Clinton (Wikipedia)
“This radical Right fairy tale, which is now an accepted folk myth in many groups in America, pictured the recent history of the United States, in regard to domestic reform and in foreign affairs, as a well-organized plot by extreme Left-wing elements.... This myth, like all fables, does in fact have a modicum of truth. There does exist, and has existed for a generation, an international Anglophile network which operates, to some extent, in the way the Radical right believes the Communists act. In fact, this network, which we may identify as the Round Table Groups, has no aversion to cooperating with the Communists, or any other group, and frequently does so. I know of the operation of this network because I have studied it for twenty years and was permitted for two years, in the early 1960’s, to examine its papers and secret records. I have no aversion to it or to most of its aims and have, for much of my life, been close to it and to many of its instruments. I have objected, both in the past and recently, to a few of its policies... but in general my chief difference of opinion is that it wishes to remain unknown, and I believe its role in history is significant enough to be known.”

("Tragedy and Hope: A History of the World in Our Time" by Prof. Carroll Quigley, Page 949-950)
555. (Person) Edmund Walsh (on Wikipedia)
556. Georgetown University School of Foreign Service (on Wikipedia)

557. Hour 3, minutes 45–end:
558. “The Descent of Man” by Charles Darwin (1871):
559. (Person) Francis Galton (on Wikipedia)
560. (Person) Adam Smith (on Wikipedia)
561. CATO Institute (on Wikipedia)
562. (Person) Marshall Fritz (on Wikipedia)
563. (Person) Benjamin Franklin (on Wikipedia)
564. “The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin” (1793)
565. (Person) Thomas Edison (on Wikipedia)
566. “Young Thomas Edison” (biographical film 1940):
567. (Person) Niccolò Machiavelli (on Wikipedia)
568. (Book) “The Prince” by Machiavelli (on Wikipedia)
569. Thomas Hobbes / Leviathan (on Wikipedia)

571. Hour 3 Roundtable Discussion of minutes 45-End
572. Proofs of a Conspiracy by John Robison (1798)
573. The Prince by Niccolò Machiavelli
574. Martin Luther trained in the Trivium
575. Venetian Black Nobility by Webster Tarpley (1993)
576. Rosicrucians (Wikipedia)
577. Artificial Scarcity (Wikipedia)
578. (Person) Walter Lippmann (Wikipedia)
579. (Person) Edward Bernays (Wikipedia)
580. Maritime Admiralty Law (Wikipedia)

582. Trilaterals Over Washington by Patrick Wood and Antony C. Sutton
584. Sovereign (Wikipedia)
585. Swa Raj (Wikipedia)
586. Autonomy (Wikipedia)
587. Integrity (Wikipedia)
588. Consent (Wikipedia)
589. Medici Banking Empire (Wikipedia)
590. Empires: The Medicis / Godfathers of the Renaissance (PBS)
591. Borgia Family (Wikipedia)
592. Pope Leo X / The Medici Pope (Wikipedia)
593. The Art of War by Nicolo Machiavelli
594. The Borgias (Showtime Miniseries) (Showtime)
595. Old Nick (Wikipedia)
596. Modus Operandi (Wikipedia)
597. Machiavelli (on Wikipedia)
598. “Against Oligarchy: Venice” (Essays and Speeches, 1970-1996) by Webster Tarpley
599. Trilateral Commission
602. Thomas Jefferson Letter / Illuminati / Adam Weishaupt reference
603. (Person) Zbigniew Brzezinski (on Wikipedia)

604. END OF HOUR 3

605. HOUR 4 NOTES, LINKS, AND REFERENCES:
607. Thomas Becket (on Wikipedia)
608. John of Salisbury (on Wikipedia)
609. R. Gordon Wasson (on Wikipedia)
611. (Book) “Mushrooms, Russia and History” by Valentina Pavlovna Wasson and R. Gordon Wasson (1957) (click here to read Volume I & click here to read Volume II)
612. (Person) Antony Sutton
613. (Person) Lysander Spooner (on Wikipedia)
614. (Person) Frédéric Bastiat (on Wikipedia)
615. (Book) “The Law” by Frédéric Bastiat
616. Daughters of the Barons of Runnemeade
617. St. Ignatius Loyola (Catholic encyclopedia)
618. Protestant Reformation (on Wikipedia)
619. Counter-Reformation (on Wikipedia)
620. The Society of Jesus (“Jesuits”; Catholic encyclopedia)
621. (Person) Adam Weishaupt (on Wikipedia)
623. (Person) Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (on Wikipedia)
624. (Person) Johann Kaspar Lavater (on Wikipedia)
625. Prussian Education System (on Wikipedia)
626. (Book) “The Story of Civilization” (11-volume set) by Will & Ariel Durant
627. (Person) Admiral David Farragut (on Wikipedia)
628. Hemp + George Washington/Thomas Jefferson
629. (Book) "The Emperor Wears No Clothes: The Authoritative Historical Record of Cannabis and the Conspiracy Against Marijuana... and How Hemp Can Save The World" by Jack Herer (1973)
630. Hearst + HEMP prohibition
631. (Book) "A Dictionary of the English Language" by Samuel Johnson (1755)
632. (Book) "Meditations" by Marcus Aurelius Antonitus (circa 180)
633. (Book) "The Works of Julius Caesar"
634. John Taylor Gatto + Trivium + Gnostic Media
635. Trivium (on Wikipedia)
636. Quadrivium (on Wikipedia)
637. "The Lost Tools of Learning" by Dorothy Sayers
638. 14 Principles of Elite Private Boarding Schools (John Taylor Gatto)
639. Groton School (on Wikipedia)
640. (Person) Franklin Delano Roosevelt (attended Groton School)
641. St. Paul's School (on Wikipedia)
642. (Person) John Kerry (attended St. Paul's School)
643. Phillips Academy Andover (on Wikipedia)
644. (Person) George W. Bush (attended Phillips Academy)
645. (Person) George H. W. Bush (attended Phillips Academy)
646. Choate Rosemary Hall (on Wikipedia)
647. (Person) President John F. Kennedy (attended Choate R.H.)
648. Episcopal High School (on Wikipedia)
649. (Person) John McCain (attended Episcopal H.S.)
650. Anglican (on Wikipedia)
651. Church of England (on Wikipedia)
652. Quakers (on Wikipedia)
653. (Person) President Herbert Hoover /Quaker
654. (Person) President Richard Nixon /Quaker
655. Literacy (on Wikipedia)
656. The Lawrenceville School (on Wikipedia)
657. The Gunnery (on Wikipedia)
658. The Hotchkiss School (on Wikipedia)
659. Groton School + J. P. Morgan (benefactor)
660. Definition of Idiom (Wikipedia)
661. Roman Collegia (Wikipedia)
662. “Collegia could function as guilds, social clubs, or furerary societies; in practice, in ancient Rome, they sometimes became organized bodies of local businessmen and even criminals, who ran the mercantile/criminal activities in a given urban region, or rione.”
663. (Book) “Weapons of Mass Instruction” by John Taylor Gatto (Open Source Education)
664. Socialism (Wikipedia)
665. Communism (Wikipedia)
666. Nazism (Wikipedia)
667. Prussian Education System (Wikipedia)
668. Muckraker
669. Trivium Method of Critical Thinking and Creative Problem Solving
670. Dialectic (The Classical Internal Dialogue using Logic)
671. (Book) “Astrotheology and Shamanism: Christianity’s Pagan Roots” by Jan Irvin

672. END OF HOUR 4

673. Ultimate History Lesson Hour 5, minutes 1 -15
676. Alfred North Whitehead (Wikipedia)
677. (Book) “The Aims of Education and Other Essays” by Alfred North Whitehead (1929)
678. Hubert’s Dime Museum & Flea Circus
679. Flea Circus (Wikipedia) Fleas aren’t “trained”, they are categorized, restrained, and put to work; just as students are in schools.
680. (Person) Wilhelm Wundt (Wikipedia)
681. Machiavellian techniques (Wikipedia)
682. Roman Collegia (Wikipedia)
683. John Calvin + Theocratic State (Washington State University archive)
684. Theocracy (Wikipedia)
685. Capital (Wikipedia)
686. Overproduction (Wikipedia)
687. Hyperdemocracy (Wikipedia)
688. Hour 5 Roundtable Discussion of minutes 1-15:
689. Carl von Clausewitz (Wikipedia)
690. (Book) “On War” by Carl von Clausewitz (1832) (page 490)
691. Battle of Jena (Wikipedia)
692. Roman Collegia (Wikipedia)
693. (Person) Mark Antony (Wikipedia)
694. (Person) Niccolò Machiavelli (Wikipedia)
695. (Book) “The Discourses” by Epictetus, Translated by W.A. Oldfather (108 AD)
696. (Book) “The Prince” by Niccolò Machiavelli, Translated by N. H. Thomson (1532)
697. (Book) “The Art of War” by Sun Tzu (4-3 Century BC)
698. Qaballah (Wikipedia)
699. **Tree of Life** (www.ifdawn.com – Qabala information website)

700. **Book** “Qaballah: The Mystical Heritage of the Children of Abraham” by Daniel Feldman

701. **Trivium** (Wikipedia)

702. **Quadrivium** (Wikipedia)

703. **Mudsill Theory** (Wikipedia)

704. **Video** “The Lightbulb Conspiracy”

705. **Brutus** (Wikipedia)

706. **Person** Julius Caesar (Wikipedia)

707. **Congressional Record; Scribd** U. S. Congressional Record Proceedings and Debates “Steps Toward British Union, a World State, and International Strife – Part I” Honorable Jacob Thorkelson (Montana) Monday August 19, 1940

708. **Person** Jacob Thorkelson (Wikipedia)

709. Andrew Carnegie October 14, 1904 “Drifting Together Will the United States and Canada Unite?”

710. **Intelligensia BF Trantowsky**


712. **Person** James H. Billington (Wikipedia)

713. **Person** André-Marie Ampère (Wikipedia)

714. **The Pilgrims Society** (Wikipedia)

715. **Albion** (Wikipedia)

716. **Book** “War and Education” by Porter Sargent (1943)

717. **Book** “Getting Us Into War” by Porter Sargent (1941)

718. **Person** Lord Lothian

719. **Book** “The Anglo-American Establishment” by Carroll Quigley (1949) (Introductory chapter; overview of the Round Table groups)

720. **Cecil Rhodes Roundtable** (Wikipedia) / **Milner Kindergarten** (Wikipedia)

721. **Book** “Sociology of the Elites” Mosca Pareto

722. **Book** “The Ruling Class”

723. **Person** Gaetano Mosca (Wikipedia)

724. **Person** Vilfredo Pareto (Wikipedia)

725. **Elite Theory** (Wikipedia)


728. **Corporate Personhood** (Wikipedia)

729. **Legal Personality** (Wikipedia)

730. **Santa Clara County vs Southern Pacific RR** (1896) (Wikipedia)


THE ULTIMATE HISTORY LESSON: A WEEKEND WITH JOHN TAYLOR GATTO
(BIBLIOGRAPHY, REFERENCES, LINKS, and NOTES ONLY)

734. Sandinista National Liberation Front (Wikipedia)
735. Iran Contra (Wikipedia)
736. Paris Peace Conference 1919 (Wikipedia)
737. (Person) Col. Edward Mandell House (Wikipedia)
739. (Person) Hồ Chí Minh (Wikipedia)
740. Commodore Matthew C. Perry / Opening of Japan (About.com)
741. (Document) Abraham Lincoln’s Speech Before the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, September 30, 1859
742. (Book) "The Cathedral and the Bazaar" by Eric S. Raymond
743. Goldcorp, Inc. (Wikipedia)
744. "He Struck Gold on the Net (Really)" (Fast Company magazine article by Linda Tischler; May 31, 2002)
747. (Person) John Kanzius (Wikipedia)
749. (Person) Thomas Edison (Wikipedia)
750. (Person) Benjamin Franklin (Wikipedia)
751. (Person) Albert Einstein (Wikipedia)
752. (Person) Max Planck (Wikipedia)
753. (Person) James Clerk Maxwell (Wikipedia)
754. Hour 5 Roundtable Discussion of minutes 15-30
755. (Book) “Weapons of Mass Instruction” by John Taylor Gatto
756. The Trivium (www.triviumeducation.com)
758. (Book) “Crisis of Civilization" by Samuel P. Huntington (1998)
759. “When the Elite Loved LSD“ (Time U.S. Article from April 23, 2007; search Henry Luce)
760. The Trilateral Commission (Wikipedia)
761. (Person) David Rockefeller (Wikipedia)
762. (Person) Jimmy Carter (Wikipedia)
763. (Person) Zbigniew Brzezinski (Wikipedia)
764. (Person) Nelson Rockefeller (Wikipedia)
765. Barack Obama + Brzezinski + Afghanistan (CIA)
766. (Concept) Cybernetics (Wikipedia)
767. (Person) Bronislaw Trentowski (Wikipedia)
768. (Book) “Fire in the Minds of Men” by James H. Billington (1980) (see chapter 8 “Prophecy: The Emergence of an Intelligentsia”; page 231, “Trentowski”)

769. (Book) “The Relationship of Philosophy to Cybernetics; or The Art of Ruling Nations”, Trentowski also invented the words “intelligentsia” & “cybernetics”

770. Staatswissenschaft (Political Science as introduced from Prussia into the U.S. via Columbia University 1890; see: “Politics and Progress” by Dennis J. Mahoney)

771. (Person) Andrew Dickson White of the Yale Troika (Wikipedia)

772. (Person) Daniel Coit Gilman of the Yale Troika (Wikipedia)

773. (Book) “America’s Secret Establishment: An Introduction to the Order of Skull & Bones” by Antony Sutton (chapter 8 “How The Order Controls Education”; (1986)

774. (Book) “Politics and Progress: The Emergence of American Political Science” by Dennis J. Mahoney

775. Political Science (Wikipedia)

776. “Dialectic and the Myth of Government” (Gnostic Media episode #115 interview with Larken Rose)

777. Definition of Volition (www.thefreedictionary.com)

778. (Book) “Sic Itur Ad Astra” by Andrew J. Galambos (1998)

779. (Person) John Dewey (www.pragmatism.org)

780. (Person) John Dewey (Wikipedia)

781. Bureaucracy (Wikipedia)

782. (Book) “Public Opinion” by Walter Lippmann (1922)

783. The Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing (Wikipedia)

784. “Politics and Progress: The Emergence of American Political Science” (chapter 4) (1st name & then - Raymond B. Cattell or Raymond G. Gattel)

785. Pragmatism (Wikipedia)

786. (Person) Emmanuel Kant (Wikipedia)

787. (Video) The Trivium “How to Free Your Mind” by Jan Irvin

788. Gnostic Media episodes:

789. 49) Gene Odening interview, Part 1 – “The TRIVIUM Method”

790. 50) Gene Odening interview, Part 2 – “The Quadrivium”

791. 51) Gene Odening interview, Part 3 – “The Qabalah and the Mystery Schools”

792. Amtssprache (Wikipedia) (Meaning “Official Language”; 1) the language of an area; 2) bureaucrat speak


794. (Video) “The Conspiracy of Silence” (Discovery Channel Documentary about the Franklin Cover-Up)

795. Cognitive Dissonance (Wikipedia)

796. Definition of Entropy (www.hyperphysics.phy-astr.gus.edu)

797. Definition of Entropy (Thermodynamic explanation; Wikipedia)

798. Definition of Entropy (In Information Theory)
799. Entropy and Information (Definition of Entropy in relation to Information; from Principia Cybernetica Web)

800. Hour 5, minutes 30 -45 (approx.):
801. (Book) “Principles of Psychology” by William James (1890)
802. (Person) William James (Wikipedia)
803. (Person) Wilhelm Wundt (Wikipedia)
804. (Book) “Principles of Secondary Education” by Alexander James Inglis (1918)
806. (Person) Charles Darwin (Wikipedia)

807. Hour 5 Roundtable Discussion of minutes 30-45:
808. Wilhelm Wundt (Wikipedia)
809. (Book) “The Principles of Psychology” by William James (Chapter IV; 1890) (Ctrl-F find function) “Habit is thus the enormous fly-wheel of society…”
810. Alexander James Inglis
811. James Bryant Conant (Wikipedia)
813. James Corbett /Richard Grove (Interview)
815. Prussian Education Model (Wikipedia)
816. G. Stanley Hall (term “adolescence”) (Wikipedia)
817. (Book) “America’s Secret Establishment: Introduction to the Order of Skull and Bones” by Antony Sutton (see: chapter 8 “How The Order Controls Education”; “Yale Troika”) (1986)
818. (Book) “Principles of Secondary Education” by Alexander James Inglis (1918)
819. “The Aims and Functions of Secondary Education” (Chapter X, pg. 367)
820. “The Organization of Secondary Education: Curriculums (Chapter XX, pg. 668)
821. Adjustive Function (Fixed Habits)
822. Integrative Function
823. Directive Function
824. Differentiating Function
825. Selective Function
826. Propaedeutic Function
827. British Class System
828. Elwood P. Cubberley (Wikipedia)
829. Bionomics / The Law of Life (Wikipedia)
830. (Book) “Cubberley of Stanford and his contribution to American Education” by (Stanford Press)
831. Leland Stanford (Wikipedia)
832. (Book) “An Introduction to the Study of Education” by Elwood P. Cubberley (Riverside Textbooks In Education; 1925, Houghton Mifflin Co.)
833. The Inglis Lecture (Harvard, 1933)
834. Hour 5, minutes 45 -end (approx.):
835. Definition of “Predator”
836. Compassionate Communication (Wikipedia)
837. (Book) “Nonviolent Communication: A Language of Life” by Marshall B. Rosenberg
838. (Video) Marshall Rosenberg on Nonviolent Communication (YouTube playlist)
839. (Video) UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED Conference)
840. (Video) George Hunt on the UNCED Earth Summit (UNCED Conference; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, June 1992)
841. TriviumEducation.com (Website)
842. TheUltimateHistoryLesson.com (Website)
843. Occupy Wall Street (Wikipedia)
844. Incompetence (Merriam-Webster Dictionary Definition)
845. End of Hour 5